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a b s t r a c t

The two-dimensional fluid turbulence code SOLT is employed to study the role of midplane turbulence on
the scrape-off-layer (SOL) heat flux width of tokamak plasmas. The physics simulated includes curvature-
driven-interchange modes, sheath losses, and perpendicular turbulent diffusive and convective (blob)
transport. Midplane SOL profiles of density, temperature and parallel heat flux are obtained from the sim-
ulation and compared with experimental results from the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) to
study the scaling of the heat flux width with power and plasma current. It is concluded that midplane
turbulence is the main contributor to the SOL width for the low power ELM-free H-mode discharges stud-
ied, while additional physics is required to explain the plasma current scaling of the SOL width observed
experimentally in higher power discharges. Additional simulations predict a transition to a convectively-
dominated SOL at critical values of power and connection length.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Understanding the physical processes that control the radial
width of the scrape-off-layer (SOL) is a key issue for the tokamak
and spherical torus concepts, since future devices may be con-
strained by the power flux impacting material surfaces [1]. In this
paper we report on recent progress in SOL theory and simulation
and on comparison with data.

The SOL width is set by a competition between cross-field and
parallel transport. In the present model, we consider the role of
electrostatic turbulence at the midplane on the cross-field trans-
port fluxes and midplane profiles. Midplane turbulence gives rise
to fluctuating E�B convection near the last closed surface (LCS)
which can result in both diffusive and convective transport pro-
cesses. We have previously studied [2,3] the role of convective
transport by coherent structures, i.e. blob-filaments [4], in the far
SOL. In addition to their interest for basic physics, and for model
validation, these studies are relevant to practical issues such as
wall damage and wall recycling. To address the issue of power flux
on the divertor plates, transport in the near SOL is of most interest,
and that region is the main focus of the present paper. Here,
depending on parameters, both convective and diffusive mecha-
nisms can compete.
ll rights reserved.

: +1 303 449 3865.
Conceptually, we can follow the flow of power in two steps: first
across the separatrix on the outboard side of the torus, and then
along field lines through the X-point region and divertor leg to
the target plate. Similar to a related experimental study on the role
of convective transport in establishing the SOL density width [5],
we assume here that the parallel transport is governed by classical
processes. The goal of the present study is to apply a simulation
model, described in Section 2, for the turbulent-induced cross-field
transport and SOL profiles at the outboard midplane and use it to
predict the resulting heat deposition footprint on the divertor
plate. In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we will apply this model to two sets
of discharges in the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX)
[6] which address the power and plasma current scaling of the
SOL width. Additional simulations in Section 4 show predicted the-
oretical scalings with connection length and an interesting transi-
tion in the turbulent dynamics.
2. Simulation code and technique

The computation tool used for these studies is the scrape-off-
layer turbulence (SOLT) code, which is described in detail in recent
publications [7]. Briefly, SOLT is a two-dimensional fluid turbu-
lence code which models the plane perpendicular to the magnetic
field B in the outboard midplane of the torus. SOLT implements
classical parallel physics using closure relations [4] for the mid-
plane parallel current and parallel fluxes for collisional regimes
ranging from sheath-connected to conduction limited. In the
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present paper, the regime is essentially sheath-connected. (The
time scales for parallel loss of particles, energy and charge are
respectively sp|| = L||/cs, sp||/SE and sp||k

2
?q2

s where the sheath energy
transmission is SE � 6 and k2

?q2
s << 1.) The SOLT code can describe

arbitrarily strong nonlinear plasma dynamics (dn/n � 1), including
blob formation, and the physics model supports interchange-type
curvature-driven modes, sheath instabilities, and drift waves. For
comparison with experimental gas puff imaging (GPI) data [8],
SOLT includes a synthetic GPI diagnostic which has recently been
upgraded to simulate both He and D puffs.

To maintain the edge (i.e. inside the LCS) plasma profiles in the
presence of SOL losses, SOLT has flexible sources for plasma den-
sity, temperature, and flows (ne, Te, vy). In the present work, artifi-
cial sources for ne and Te are configured to maintain the
experimentally observed profiles in the steep pedestal region.
These artificial sources are set to zero for r > rsep � D, where we
typically choose D � 1 cm (comparable to the size of local turbu-
lent structures). The main point is that the SOL profiles themselves
are determined self-consistently by the balance between perpen-
dicular turbulent transport and parallel losses.

The SOLT physics model generates both mean,<vy>, and oscillat-
ing zonal flows (ZFs) self-consistently from the action of Reynolds
stress, blob dynamics and SOL sheath fields. The self-consistent ZFs
are found to regulate turbulence in our simulations [7] and seem to
describe L-mode experiments well [2,3]. In the H-mode discharges
considered in this paper, additional turbulent regulation must be
present, since the H-mode edge profiles are steeper, but the ob-
served turbulent fluxes are smaller than in L-mode. Here, the addi-
tional turbulent regulation is simulated by imposing a mean ZF in
the edge region (not in the SOL) whose radial profile is taken to be
proportional to the ion diamagnetic drift. This imposes an Er well
inside the LCS which regulates the turbulence. To simulate the
H-mode discharges, the depth of the Er well is adjusted so that
the turbulent power flux across the LCS, Psep, matches the corre-
sponding experimentally measured power. Because of the use of
artificial source terms for ne, Te and vy, we do not regard the present
simulations as applying to the region inside the LCS. Rather, what
we have is a SOL simulation, with a heat-flux driven boundary con-
dition at the separatrix, which allows the separatrix values of ne

and Te to be unconstrained.
Fig. 1. Simulation power scans in Psep for two low power ELM-free H-mode
discharges. The SOLT heat flux SOL widths kq are shown (filled circles) together with
a linear fit to all the simulation data. Large ellipses indicate the experimental power
in each case.
3. Results and comparison with NSTX

For the simulations, the following inputs are taken from the
experiment: power crossing the separatrix Psep, connection length
from the midplane to the divertor plate in the SOL L||(r), plasma
profiles inside the LCS ne(r) and Te(r) for r � rsep < D and R, Bt and
Bp at the outboard midplane. These data determine the gradient
drive for instability, the toroidal curvature, the collisionality re-
gime, and indirectly the turbulent-driven heat-flux crossing the
SOL. Other code inputs include dissipation parameters, primarily
viscosity, and downstream plasma conditions at the divertor plate.
(Flat parallel profiles are assumed here.)

From the simulations, we can compare key outputs with exper-
iment, such as the mean parallel heat flux <q||(r)>, and its width kq

(vs. midplane-mapped data from the IR cameras), the SOL profiles
<ne(r)> and <Te(r)> (vs. midplane reciprocating probe data) and 2D
snapshots or movies of the turbulence (simulated vs. experimental
midplane GPI).

Simulation results are presented here in terms of simulation
power scans, where the imposed flows are varied and the resulting
simulated Psep determined from

Psep ¼ 2pRbh

Z
drqjj ð1Þ
where bh = Bp/B and the integral is taken across the entire SOL. The
simulation point where Psep most closely matches the experimental
value is employed for comparison. It is important to point out that
these simulation power scans hold other simulation inputs fixed
(such as pedestal profiles), so they do not necessary correspond di-
rectly to experimental power scans.
3.1. Low power ELM-free H-mode

We first examined two low power ELM-free H-mode discharges
[9] at different neutral beam power levels: NSTX shot 135009 at
Pnb = 0.8 MW and shot 135038 at Pnb = 1.3 MW. For these shots
midplane probe data were available for comparison with the sim-
ulations. Results for the simulation power scan are shown in Fig. 1.
In this case, there were apparently insignificant differences in the
SOLT setup for the two shots, so the power scans overlay within
scatter. The solid line is a linear fit to the combined simulation
data. The gray ellipses correspond to the experimental powers.
From the fit, we can deduce the simulated scaling of kq with Psep

and compare with experimental data (see Table 1). The near SOL
q|| profiles are well fit by exponentials �e�Dr=kq which define the
kq in Table 1.

The experimental profiles of q||(R�Rsep) measured at the diver-
tor plate show some broadening into the private flux region R < Rsep

(width kqPriv) as well as into the main SOL, R > Rsep (width kqSOL). The
presence of the exhaust plasma in the private SOL is indicative of
perpendicular transport processes occurring between the X-point
and the plate. These are not included in the SOLT model. To ac-
count for this heuristically, as well as any heat diffusion on the
divertor plate itself that might affect the measurement of q||, Table
1 displays the difference between the measured kq on the main SOL
side and private flux regions, i.e. kq1 � kqSOL � kqPriv. Both simula-
tion and experiment show a weak positive scaling of kq with
power, and the size of kq is in rough agreement (see Section 5).

Comparison of the simulation and midplane probe data for ne

and Te will be presented elsewhere. The level of agreement is gen-
erally within the scatter of the experimental measurements, except
for ne near the separatrix where SOLT overestimates by about 50%.
(Te,sep agreement is better.) We speculate that the reason may be
due to a 3D effect that is not modeled in SOLT: blob-filaments
crossing the separatrix should expand along the field lines to fill
the longer SOL flux tube. If negligible work is done in this parallel
sonic expansion, the result would be a reduction in midplane den-
sity at constant temperature.



Table 1
Power scaling of the SOL width for low power ELM-free H-modes. The first five
columns, described in the text, are from the experiment. The last column is the
midplane SOL width from the SOLT simulations. All widths are mapped to the
midplane.

Shot P (MW) kq,SOL (cm) kq,Priv (cm) kq1 (cm) kqSOLT (cm)

135009 0.8 0.57 0.21 0.36 0.30
135038 1.3 0.70 0.20 0.50 0.41

Table 2
Scaling of the SOL width for the Ip current scan. The first five columns, described in the
text, are from the experiment. All widths are mapped to the midplane. The last
column is the midplane SOL width from the SOLT simulations. The ratio of the various
k’s for the two shots is also given.

Shot Ip (MA) P (MW) kqexp (cm) kqint (cm) kqintSOLT (cm)

128013 0.8 5.8 0.65 1.73 0.76
128797 1.2 6.1 0.24 0.56 0.58
Ratio 0.67 0.95 2.7 3.1 1.3
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3.2. Scaling of the SOL width with plasma current

A similar analysis was carried out for two shots at higher power
(Pnb = 6 MW) and different plasma currents [10]: NSTX shot
128013 at Ip = 0.8 MA and shot 128797 at Ip = 1.2 MA with Bt

approximately constant. Results for the simulation power scans
are shown in Fig. 2. These SOLT simulations take account of the dif-
ference in connection length L||(r), Bp and pedestal ne and Te profiles
for the two shots as well as small differences in Psep and Bt. The nar-
row gray ellipses denote the experimental Psep for the two shots.
The connection length affects the slope of kq vs. Psep in the two
cases directly through the Bp/B factor in Eq. (1) and indirectly
through the parallel loss terms in the SOL turbulence equations.

A measurable broadening of the SOL width is predicted by the
simulations for the lower Ip case. Simulation and experimental re-
sults are quantified in Table 2. Here kqexp is the q||(r) width on the
main SOL side of the peak, as fitted by an exponential�e�Dr=kqexp and
kqint is the width determined from the power and the peak heat flux
[11] Psep ¼ 2pRbhkq intqjjpeak. (In the case of 128013 the profiles have
significant departures from an exponential.) However, no matter
which measure of kq is employed, the inverse scaling of kq with Ip

is much stronger in the NSTX experimental data than in the SOLT
simulations.

Two possibilities can be proposed to understand the discrep-
ancy: (i) the SOLT physics model is not giving the correct depen-
dence of the midplane turbulence on Ip, or (ii) mechanisms other
than midplane turbulence are required to explain the broadening
of kq in the low Ip case. To help decide between (i) and (ii) we com-
pared the midplane GPI data with SOLT simulated GPI for the two
shots. This comparison showed that midplane turbulence levels as
characterized by dI/I are similar for the two shots in both NSTX and
SOLT. Details will be reported elsewhere.

As a result, hypothesis (ii) appears to be favored. Possible mech-
anisms include divertor leg instabilities [12], ELM and MHD effects
which could cause strike point motion [13], and X-point loss of
ions due to drift-orbit effects [14] which might be expected to be
Fig. 2. Simulation power scans for shots studying the scaling of the SOL width
with plasma current. The SOLT results for kq are shown (circles) together with
linear fits for each of the two shots. Ellipses indicate the experimental power in
each case.
a particularly strong effect at low Ip. Caveats in our analysis include
possible differences in downstream sheath conditions for the two
shots and MHD activity not included in these electrostatic
simulations.

4. Transition to a convectively-dominated SOL

Additional simulations have been carried out to study the scal-
ing of the SOL width and properties of the turbulence when varying
the inputs of the simulation one at a time. For the set of studies de-
scribed here, we used shot 135009 as a base case and artificially
varied L|| to study the theoretical scaling of kq with connection
length. Unlike the Ip scaling study which also varies connection
length, here we held the pedestal profiles fixed, and were able to
change L|| by a larger factor.

For a diffusive SOL, the scaling kdif � (Ds||)1/2 / L1=2
jj might be ex-

pected, while if perpendicular convective transport dominates, we
would expect kconv � Vs|| / L|| where we assume the parallel phys-
ics is dominated by convection with characteristic time s|| � L||/v||.
Fig. 3 compares a simulation power scan for the base case (same
data as in Fig. 1) with a case that has double the connection length,
L|| = 2L||0. The resulting values of kq have been renormalized taking
out the factor (L||0/L||)1/2. The results show a transition from diffu-
sive to convective scaling of the near-SOL width when Psep and L||

exceed critical values. A more extensive study including other
parameter variations (and more values of L||) will be presented
elsewhere.

In the diffusive regime, the near-SOL width is determined by
intermittent separatrix-spanning convective cells, while strong
blob emission and increasing frequency of bursts dominates the
SOL width in the convective regime. Preliminary analysis suggests
that the diffusive–convective transition occurs when kykq > 1 where
ky is the dominant spectral component of the turbulence in the
binormal direction. This is consistent with simple heuristic argu-
ments. Estimating the diffusion coefficient as D � c=k2

y with c the
Fig. 3. Theoretical study of the scaling of the heat flux width with connection
length and power. Open circles are the base case kq and filled circles give the
diffusively scaled result kq(L||0/L||)1/2 for a case with L|| doubled. For this case, a
transition to convective scaling occurs at Psep � 1.3 MW.
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linear growth rate, and the blob velocity as vb � c/ky [4] and defin-
ing the blob packing fraction fp, we find the ratio of diffusion to
convection Dr ln n:vbfp scales as 1/kyLn:fp where L�1

n ¼ r ln n. As
Ln increases with power, diffusion becomes ineffective and gives
way to convection at ever increasing packing fraction (burst
frequency).

5. Discussion and conclusions

Although it is reassuring that the simulated values of kq in Sec-
tion 3 are comparable to the experimental ones, absolute agree-
ment is not the point of these simulations. Sensitivity of the
simulated results to input parameters (especially experimentally
unknown dissipative terms like viscosity) prevents taking the
absolute numbers too seriously. For example, an order of magni-
tude reduction in viscosity leads to about a 50% increase in kq. Also,
the inherent nature of 2D simulations (where scalar parameters
represent averages over the parallel dimension) limits the ex-
pected accuracy of results. Instead our main focus is on capturing
the trends that can be expected when interchange-like E�B turbu-
lent transport dominates the SOL physics.

Comparison with experimental data for ne, Te, and q|| in low-
power ELM-free H-modes suggests that midplane interchange-like
turbulence is the main contributor to the kq width in this scenario
and results in a weak positive power scaling. In contrast, the exper-
imentally observed strong Ip scaling of kq from NSTX data is not
seen in SOLT simulations, and suggests the importance of other
mechanisms, especially at low Ip.

In a theoretical simulation study, we showed a transition from
diffusive to convective scaling for the near-SOL width for critical
values of power and connection length.
Several other investigations have been carried out based on the
SOLT simulations reported on here. In particular we have examined
the emission of blobs and compared with GPI data. In NSTX, blob
emission tends to be rare in H-mode, and in our simulations of
these shots, blob emission typically does not occur in the absence
of imposed transients. This raises the question of whether blob
emission in the experiments is triggered by transient events prop-
agating outward from the core. These and other questions remain
for future study.
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